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Assortments
Vibrant hues and unique designs sure to delight one and all

Leather Bracelets
Bold and fashionable with wide leather

Suede Bracelets
An Expression of American Artistry

Necklaces
Ready to wear styles for any occasion 

Clasp & Go Bracelets
Popular Fenton colors and designs with coordinating leather bands

  Handcrafted American Artistry. . .Your Personal Style
Dear Fenton Jewelry Fans and Dealers, 
To bring you our new line in the most beautiful and detailed way, we have developed this electronic 
catalog. Presenting our new product in this way allows more close-ups, more explanation about the 
design and production process, more ideas on how to use the jewelry, and the ease of sharing this 
catalog with your friends and customers. 

Following the trend to simplify shopping, the majority of this offering is finished, assembled jewelry at 
affordable prices. However, there are a few outstanding new designs of glass art that are also available 
as individual pendants that can be combined with Fenton’s sterling accessories. 

As we do in every new grouping, we highlighted many different glass techniques and intricate 
decorations from our skilled artists. Our talented jewelry making team has created a collection to suit 
your personal expression. . . with the finest in colored art glass. You should especially check out our 
Abyss necklace that uses sheets of silver to get its intense colors and the new bracelets using various 
leather colors and combinations. Jena Lane Blair designed all of the jewelry and glass treatments 
and Truda “TJ” Mendenhall designed the hand applied decorations. 

Enjoy our new collection of handmade in America glass jewelry.

Best regards,

George Fenton  
Create it, wear it, love it!

16 Pendants 
Beautiful new glass on sterling silver bails

2 Earrings 
Handcrafted to coordinate with gold and antique brass necklaces

11609     $45.00
Kalico Kitty Earrings 

American artistry and 
“purrfect” style . . . 

Kalico Kitty necklace and 
gold plated earrings!

11611     $24.50
Ivory Pearl Earrings 

Express your personal 
fashion style with our 
Lotus Blossom necklace 
and Ivory Pearl antique 
brass earrings.

11610     $45.00
Lavender ‘n Lilacs Earrings 

A stunning look. . . our 
African Violet necklace 
paired with the lovely 
Lavender ‘n Lilacs gold 
plated earrings!

Handcrafted Earrings. . .
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11571  Iridescent Petals Suede Bracelet
Iridescent Petals bead has multi-colored and delicate 
petals highlighted by iridescent spray on a blue 
background.

11569  Desert Song Suede Bracelet
Vibrant desert hues dusted with gold make up our 
Vasa Murrhina Desert Song bead on this bracelet.

11570  Trails of Turquoise Suede Bracelet
Trails of Turquoise bead has hand-applied threads 
of turquoise glass which create a one-of-a-kind 
pattern against the reactive ivory. . .unique and 
beautiful “wearable” art.

11572  Coral Woods Suede Bracelet
Coral Woods bead has a pulled feather pattern 
using reactive glass in earth tones.

11571     Iridescent Petals     $55.00

11569     Desert Song     $55.00

11570     Trails of Turquoise     $55.00

11572     Coral Woods     $55.00

Suede Bracelets. . . 
You’ll love the soft feel of the suede bands in these made in USA bracelets featuring handcrafted 
art glass beads designed by Jena Lane Blair. Each bracelet has a coordinating soft suede band with 

  hammered accent spacers. The colorful art glass beads make an artistic 
   statement. Each bracelet has an extender chain and measures from 51/4"-8"
    to accommodate most wrist sizes. 
 
   Mix and match with our handcrafted bracelets and wraps to create your 
   “picture perfect” look!

Make your personal fashion statement 
with wearable art from Fenton USA Jewelry! 

Create it, wear it, love it!
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Leather Bracelets. . . 

11562     Tranquil Pond     $59.50

11561     Wisteria     $59.50

11563     Sonata on Sapphire     $59.50

11560     Kalico Kitty     $59.50

11560   Kalico Kitty (Brown) Leather Bracelet
Our Kalico Kitty Impression glass bead features the soft hues and swirls of tan 
and brown colors with golden accents. Jena’s design was inspired by a soft kitten 
named Snickers. This bracelet has antique brass accents on soft brown leather.

11563  Sonata on Sapphire Leather Bracelet
The Sonata on Sapphire design reminded Fenton jewelry designer Jena Lane 
Blair of ‘’vibrant notes of blue kissed with gold.’’  This bracelet has antique pewter 
accents on soft black leather.

11562  Tranquil Pond Leather Bracelet
Tranquil Pond Impression glass bead features still pools of blues and greens with 
golden accents. This bracelet has antique pewter accents on soft black leather. 

11561  Wisteria Leather Bracelet
Wisteria Impression glass bead features soft hues and swirls of purple colors with 
golden accents. This bracelet has antique pewter accents on soft black leather.

Vasa Murrhina. . . a term which means “vessel of gems.” 
Tiny bits of colored glass add a variety of hues in each
different design, and no two are identical! A fine layer of 
glittering goldstone is applied over the colored glass which
is then cased in crystal.  Our bead makers must use extreme
care to maintain the goldstone’s sparkle in the hot flame.  
This difficult process is one of the secrets of Fenton quality 
and the brilliance of its beads.

Create it, wear it, love it!

Fenton Jewelry is pleased to offer made in the USA wide leather 
bracelets featuring handcrafted Impression beads. 

These handmade rich, soft leather bracelets adjust from 6" to 8" 
to fit most wrist sizes. Because of the handmade process, the 
Impression bead size may vary, averaging 11/4" long.  
 
The generously sized glass beads are an impressive centerpiece on 
these comfortable bracelets.
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Clasp & Go Leather Cord Bracelets. . . 

11564     Sundance     $49.50 11565     Hope     $49.50 11566    Rx of Care   $49.50

11567     Walk on the Beach     $49.50 11568     Meraki     $49.50 11593     Joy     $49.50

Fenton Jewelry is pleased to offer made in the USA Clasp and Go bracelets featuring popular Fenton Art Glass colors 
paired with coordinating leather bands. Each bracelet has an extender chain which will accommodate most wrist sizes. 
Look for these unique styles among our Clasp & Go selections:
• Sundance. . . three dimensional hot glass design with hand applied ceramic decoration

• Walk on the Beach. . . sand-colored ivory glass is carefully accented with fine threads layered into different hues of blue to form 
   
• Meraki. . . a term meaning to “put something of yourself ” into whatever you do. . . perfect inspiration for Jena’s delicately

 the waves, pools and wet footprints of this beautiful bead.

 swirled blue/green “glass on glass” design.

Try this tip for fastening your bracelet:  
Lay the chain on your palm and hold the 
end with your last two fingers. Wrap the 
bracelet around your wrist, then hook the 
clasp on to the chain!
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Creative Spirit Jewelry Displays. . . 
Our newest styles are offered with a textured linen display. 
Eleven striking new bracelets from Fenton! 

11616 NEW 11 pc. Bracelet Assortment 
See pages 3-5 for more information on each bracelet. Included in this assortment are the following 
bracelets: 11569 Desert Song, 11565 Hope, 11566 Rx of Care, 11587 Abyss, 11560 Kalico Kitty,
11562 Tranquil Pond, 11571 Iridescent Petals, 11568 Meraki, 11564 Sundance, 11567 Walk on the Beach, 
and 11572 Coral Woods.

11615  BEST SELLERS 14 pc. Bracelet Assortment
Included in this assortment are the following Clasp & Go bracelets from the current line 
(shown above from left to right): 11359 Pirouette Silhouette, 11313 El Dorado (2), 11318 Faith (2), 
11360 Purrfect (2), 11358 Marblesque (2), 11314 Broadway, 11315 Violetta Rose, 11321 Love, 
11319 Dream, and 11320 Change. Each Clasp & Go bracelet retails for $49.50 each.

11536 
5 pc. Linen Display Set 

Included in this set are four necklace 
forms and one bracelet holder 

(jewelry not included).

11537 
5 pc. White Suede 
Display Set 
Included in this set are 
four necklace forms 
and one bracelet holder 
(jewelry not included).

11616 
NEW 11 pc. Bracelet Assortment

11615
BEST SELLERS 14 pc. Bracelet Assortment

Use these forms to create 
beautiful displays of Fenton 
finished jewelry.
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11599   24" or  11586   33"   $95.00 each  Abyss Necklace

11588     $69.50   Lotus Blossom Necklace (26")   

An antique brass Lotus Blossom holds two Ruby Carnival 
Glass drops and one Ivory Carnival Glass drop (21/2") to 
create a stunning fashion statement! 

Designed by Jena, the versatile Abyss pendant is filled with mystery! The depth and magic of rich black 
glass is accented with pure silver foil, then covered with tiny “threads” of colored glass. This beautiful 
pendant, complemented by an Onyx bead, measures 3" in length and adds a touch of elegance to the 
silver plated hammered accent necklace. Create a perfect pair with our coordinating handcrafted Abyss 
bracelet. . . silver plated with hammered accents and silver hook adjustable closure.

11587    $59.50   Abyss Bracelet (8" Adjustable)     

Creative Spirit Necklaces. . . 

11584     $75.00   Swan Lake Necklace (19")   

The stillness and serenity of a lone Swan gliding on a lake is the inspiration behind 
Truda’s design on this beautiful Swan Lake pendant (2"). Our graceful and stylish 
glass pendant rests beneath a delicate floral branch on a shimmering silver plated 
necklace. 

All chains and necklaces featured in this brochure 
have a hypoallergenic and tarnish resistant coating. 
Measurements shown are for the chains only. Sizes may 
vary for pendants and accents and those are provided 
in each description.
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11595   24"  or 11574   32"  $89.50 each   
African Violet Necklace

                                                                Vasa Murrhina means “vessel of gems.” 
So true in this vibrant purple glass infused with touches of green 
and goldstone. The Pendant, Black Carnival glass drop and Swarovski          
accents (3" total) are ideal for this antique brass necklace. Available 
on a 24" or 32" chain.

11596   24" or 11575   32"  $89.50 each
Ebony Garden Necklace  

Delicate striations flow through the ivory 
glass as the bead maker applies layer upon layer to build this lovely 
bead. The floral design, by Truda Mendenhall, reminded her of a 
favorite work of art in her grandmother’s home. Available on a 24" 
or 32" antique brass chain. Pendant, with accent pieces, is 25/8" long. 

11597   24" or 11576   29"   $79.50 each
Cavern’s Edge Necklace   

Our Cavern’s Edge pendant necklace 
features soft swirling shades of natural greens and browns with 
tiny pools, tucked beneath a layer of clear glass. The brushed 
antique brass chain is available on a 24" or 29" chain. The pendant 
is 23/₄" long, including the leaf accent.
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11552     $75.00
Evangeline Necklace (36")   

Our Evangeline Bead is made of reactive glass 
frit with colors ranging from green, turquoise, 
creamy yellow, and purple. Our Chocolate 
glass drop completes the look on this antique 
brass necklace. No two are alike! 

11553     $49.50
Silver Rings Necklace (32")   

A light and shimmery accessory . . . perfect for Spring and Summer styles! 
This silver plated brass necklace features a curb link and a textured 
hammered link chain accented with hammered oval and round links. 
Layer Silver Rings with our other chains to create your own look! 
Create it, wear it, love it!

Waves of white Opalino glass create the 
perfect setting for our charming little sea 
turtle on this unique turquoise bead. 
Made in USA, the antique pewter necklace  
has a special coating for durability.

11554     $79.50
Turtles and Turquoise Necklace (33")   
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11556     $79.50
Moonstruck Necklace (30")   

Our Moonstruck pendant is handcrafted 
with reactive glass to create deep blue 
pools. No two will be alike! This best selling pendant, with accent (23/4"),  
is now available on a lovely pewter chain. 

11557     $79.50
Spirit of the Wolf Necklace (26")   

11555     $69.50
Tree of Life Necklace (24")

Spirit of the Wolf is Truda’s vision of the cry of a lone wolf. Swirls 
of blue and white form the glass canvas. The word “SOLITUDE” 
is embossed on the reverse side. The pendant, accented with 
black onyx beads and a feather dangle charm, measures 47/8" 
in length. 

                                             It’s all about versatility with this unique leather 
                                             necklace. . . wear it as a wrap bracelet or as a 
necklace! Decorated in the tradition of pen and ink drawings, but fired 
to 1200° for durability. 
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This made in USA antique brass chain 
is accented with beautiful brass 
charms adorned on each side with a 
Paloma Dove. . . a symbol of Peace. 

11559     $69.50
Silver Feather Necklace (17")   

The perfect t-shirt necklace! 
Pairing a braided leather cord with 
our  handcrafted glass makes for a 
unique style statement! A tapestry 
of turquoise, currant red and earthy 
tones flow around this handcrafted 
glass bead. Pewter style accents 
and a Fenton Chocolate glass drop 
complete this piece.

The antique pewter layered chain necklace features our lovely 
handcrafted Grace pendant. The word “GRACE” is embossed on the 
reverse side of the pendant and a Tree of Life charm completes this 
necklace.

11558     $79.50
Let Your Heart Soar Necklace (38”)

11573     $49.50
Birds of a Feather Necklace (38")   
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11577     $69.50   Broadway Necklace (19")   

This made in USA antique pewter finish necklace is adorned with our 
Broadway pendant. The velvety black glass canvas is covered with pure 
silver threads and encased in clear glass. Perfect for everyday or a special 
night on the town. 

11600   24" or 11578   29"  $75.00
Beach Horizon Necklace 

A great keepsake to recall summer memories! Our Beach Horizon 
pendant features ivory glass (sand) and turquoise glass (ocean).  
Truda’s beach scene reminded her of when her father would 
watch the gulls along the shoreline. The antique pewter finish 
necklace also has a petite seahorse charm and pearl accent 
(23/8" long with pendant).

11579     $89.50
Cattails and Dragonflies Necklace (32")   

The last light of a summer day is captured 
forever in Truda’s beautiful design which was 
inspired by enjoyable times spent sitting on 
a dock, feeding the fish and watching the 
dragonflies. The antique brass chain repeats 
the delicate dragonfly design.

Pendant 23/8"
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11580   $49.50   Golden Rings Necklace (32")   

This beautiful necklace is light and shimmery. . . lovely for your Spring 
and Summer fashions. Perfect for layering with any of our other gold 
plated pendant necklaces. Necklace is 32" and is gold plated brass.

11581   $69.50   Lovely Jasmine Necklace (26")   

A beautiful Lovely Jasmine 3" pendant suspends 
on a shimmering silver plated necklace with petite leaf charm. The 
graceful free-style hand applied decoration features hues of dark teal, 
pink and purple.

11582   $69.50   Spiral Garden Necklace (26")   

Our 31/4" Spiral Garden pendant, with floral 
and cross charm accents, complements this shimmering silver 
plated necklace. Truda was inspired by front porch columns 
adorned with climbing, entwined flowers. Her design spirals 
around the pendant for a beautiful look.
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11583     $69.50
Springtime Dandelions 

Necklace (26")

Recall happy memories of blowing dandelions when 
you wear our lovely Springtime Dandelions 3" pendant. 
Floral and dragonfly charm accents complete this 26" 
silver plated necklace.

11585     $79.50   Secret Garden Necklace (26")   

Look closely and you can see shapes of flowers and leaves 
inside this pendant. Jena used small strings of glass and a 
deft touch to create this beautiful design. The 4" pendant 
also features a flower and tiny dove charm, perfect accents 
for this 26" Secret Garden necklace.

11589     $69.50   Indian Summer Necklace (19")   

Magic emerges as unique colors pull together to form a rich tapestry. The glass reacts to 
create new colors wherever they touch! Hot glass is swirled into shifting, moving color 
to create the lovely Indian Summer pendant. As a result, no two will be identical!  
This necklace has a tan leather cord with a 2" extender chain. 

Several of our new art glass designs are also available 
as individual pendants. . . see page 16 for details!
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11598   24" or 11590   28"  $69.50 each   Kalico Kitty Necklace 

This delicate gold plated 28” necklace features our 17/8" handcrafted 
Kalico Kitty pendant shimmering with beautiful goldstone! Designed by 
Jena Lane Blair, this pendant features the signature colors of one of her 
favorite felines! This necklace is also available in a 24" length.

11591     $79.50   Suffragette Necklace (29")   

The 11/₄" pendant features deep violet 
transparent glass accented with glass bits 

in deep purple, green and white. These colors are then swirled to form 
a beautiful one-of-a-kind pattern for each necklace that is as unique as 
the lady who wears it. The symbols and colors used in this necklace were 
also used in Suffragette jewelry of the late 19th and early 20th century.

11594     $75.00   Jitterbuggin’ Dragonfly Necklace (20")   

This made in America antique pewter finish necklace is 
adorned with our Jitterbuggin’ Dragonfly pendant. Truda’s 
design was inspired by time spent watching the antics of 
dragonflies flitting amongst her flowers. Each finished 
Fenton decorated pendant has a hand applied decoration 
using a ceramic glaze, and is initialed by the artist. The 
2"pendant is then fired to 1200° for durability.



Art Glass Pendants. . . 
Handcrafted gifts. . . for yourself or for 
someone special. Each pendant works 
beautifully on your choice of Fenton 
sterling necklaces! These pendants range from 
13/4"-2" overall in length, including the sterling 
silver bail. 

11608     $75.00
Lovely Jasmine

11601     $79.50
Springtime Dandelions

11606     $75.00
Swan Lake

11604     $75.00
Secret Garden

11605     $85.00
Abyss

11602     $75.00
Ebony Garden Pendant

11607     $79.50
Cattails and Dragonflies

11603    $79.50
Spiral Garden

Fenton Art Glass is a licensed trademark of Fenton Gift Shops, Inc.

Fenton Art Glass Company    700 Elizabeth Street     Williamstown, WV 26187    www.fentonartglass.com Create It, Wear It, Love It! 

Create an elegant look 
with the beautiful Swan Lake 
pendant on our Omega chain. 

The depth and magic 
of the Abyss pendant 
makes a captivating fashion 
statement when paired 
with our sterling silver 
Hammered Cable 
necklace.

30015   $65.00
Hammered Cable 
18” Necklace

11605   $85.00
Abyss Pendant
$85.00

30025   $80.00
18” Omega Chain

11606   $75.00
Swan Lake Pendant


